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This paper takes an evolutionary approach to what we are, namely autopoietic systems with a first person perspective on our surroundings and ourselves. This in contrast with Thomas Metzinger’s views in his Being No One. Though perception does involve internal processing and representations, it is argued that perception is direct. We track real features of the world, but fallibly, in a certain way. Moreover, it is claimed that mental representations are quite different from internal neural representations. They are best construed in an adverbial way. What we perceive, the object of perception, is the real world. Internal neural representations are the means by which we perceive the world. And mental representations are the way in which we experience the world, the adverbial content of perception. Finally, what goes for the world goes for ourselves as well: in self-consciousness we track real features of ourselves, but fallibly, in a certain way.
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“Be yourself “, I said to someone,
  But he couldn’t, he was no one.





Thomas Metzinger, in his monumental Being No One (2003), offers a very detailed account of subjectivity and of the first person perspective.  This account is meant as both a conceptual analysis and an explanatory theory. His self-model theory of subjectivity claims that we are thoroughly mistaken about ourselves, as, indeed, we are thoroughly mistaken about everything. We confuse a model of ourselves with reality, just as we confuse a model of the world with reality. And though there is a real world, there are no such things as selves. Our self-model is a model of nothing. We are actually no one.
	Though I agree with him that there are no selves, I think we are not fundamentally mistaken, either about the world, or about ourselves. Though very far from being infallible, we are in direct contact with the world and with ourselves. And we are certainly someone.
	After giving a very brief exposition of Metzinger’s theory (in section 1), I will present my own account.
First I am going to deal with the question of what kind of being we are. In section 2 I will claim that it is a mistake to think of ourselves as some entity lodged within our bodies or our brains. We are not a kind of pearl in the oyster, we are the whole oyster. In section 3 I will argue that we are autopoietic systems. Moreover, we are beings with a first person perspective. Then I will claim that having a first person perspective is a matter of having the faculty of perception. It is perception that creates an egocentric behavioural space, a spatial surrounding that truly surrounds the perceiving organism. 
Next, in sections 4, 5 and 6, I will develop arguments against indirect perception. In section 4 I will give a first, persuasive argument, the tracking argument. From an evolutionary point of view, perception must allow the organism to track real features of the world. It is not only shaped by interaction with the environment, it is itself interaction with the environment. In section 5 I will argue that the theory of indirect perception is based upon a mistaken, and actually incoherent conception of mental representations. I will distinguish three kinds of representations: internal, external and mental representations. My main claim in this paper is that mental representations are to be analysed as totally different from internal or external representations. Specifically, mental representations are not internal representations in the brain. In section 6 I will give a positive account of what mental representations are. Mental representations are never the object of experience; they are the adverbial content of experience. Mental representations are not what we experience or perceive; they are how we experience or perceive. This adverbial construal of mental representations leaves open the possibility that perceptual experience is a relation with an object in the world. This concludes my case against indirect perception.
In sections 7 and 8 I defend the theory of direct perception against the claim that it cannot account for misperceptions and illusions. In section 7 I try to provide a better way of understanding illusory cases than the theory of direct perception. In such cases there is no need of a representation, an object of experience, to be simulated and then experienced; it is the experience itself that is simulated. What is simulated is the response side of the process, not the stimulus side. In section 8 I argue that the way we experience real features of the world is in all cases species-specific and incomplete. Both from a biological view and from the view of physics it can be said that we do not see the world as it is. Yet this is no reason for saying that we see something else.
	In section 9 I use my arguments for direct perception to claim that we are not fundamentally mistaken about ourselves. Though there are important differences between the perception of an external object and the awareness of oneself, in terms of immunity to error, in both cases there is a process of tracking involved. We track real properties of ourselves, and are in direct contact with ourselves.
My conclusion will be that we are certainly someone, even if we are not selves, lodged in the depth of our bodies. We are the living organisms themselves, endowed with a first person perspective. We know ourselves rather imperfectly, but that is quite a different matter. It is on a par with the fact that we also know the world rather imperfectly.


1. Metzinger on being no one.

Thomas Metzinger’s self-model theory of subjectivity combines both conceptual analysis and explanatory theory. The groundwork is laid by spelling out, in truly astonishing detail, what a representation is, what a mental representation is, and, especially, what a phenomenological representation is. For his theory of subjectivity is thoroughly representational.

Phenomenal experience during the waking state is an online hallucination. This hallucination is online because the autonomous activity of the system is permanently being modulated by the information flow from the sensory organs; it is a hallucination because it depicts a possible reality as an actual reality. Phenomenal experience during the dream state, however, is just a complex offline hallucination. (Metzinger 2003, 51)

Phenomenal representations, in fact, are always phenomenal simulations; their contents are always formed by a possible world. But we usually do not realise this. We do not know how these representations come about; we have no access to the neural processes that produce these representations. We suffer from “autoepistemic closure” in this respect. The result of this autoepistemic closure is that we fail to see that these representations are not the actual world itself. We fall into the trap of naïve realism: we think we are in direct contact with the real world. We fail to see the representational character of the world we experience; we do not realise that we are only in contact with internal placeholders of external reality. In short: we confuse the model with reality itself. The direct presence of reality is a fiction.
Metzinger calls this the transparency of phenomenal representations: we do not see the representations as representations, but look, in a certain sense, right through them at reality.​[1]​ The representation is transparent precisely because we do not realise it is a representation. And the reason for this is that we have no access to the prior processes producing it. Metzinger calls a representation opaque if we do realise it is (just) a representation, or rather, a simulation – as we sometimes do, e.g. in daydreaming or planning or remembering. In those cases we do not confuse the representation with reality: we know it is just a model.​[2]​
One of the main arguments for claiming that we are never in direct contact with reality is the question of simultaneity. We always experience the world as being there now. We experience it in a window of presence, in Metzinger’s terms. But when our brains visually analyse a scene, there are several processes involved in several distinct places: processes for colour, for form, for localisation, for movement. These processes do not render their results simultaneously: the physical temporality of these processes is smeared out in physical time. But there is autoepistemic closure for these time differences: we experience the perceived object as simultaneously coloured, of a certain form, at a certain location, with a certain movement. The representational processes leave out the actually existing time differences. We see a world there now, but we actually confuse our model of the world with the world itself.	What goes for the external world goes for ourselves as well. 

The transparency of the self-model is a special form of inner darkness. It consists in the fact that the representational character of the contents of self-consciousness is not accessible to subjective experience … this is also the reason why the experiencing system, by necessity, becomes entangled in a naïve realism with regard to the contents of its own mental self-representation … Completely transparent self-representation is characterized by the fact that the mechanisms which have led to its activation and the additional fact that a concrete internal state exists, which functions as the carrier of their content, cannot be recognized anymore. Therefore, the phenomenology of transparent self-modelling is the phenomenology of selfhood. It is the phenomenology of a system caught in a naïve-realistic self-misunderstanding (Metzinger 2003, 331-332).

Only in the case of ourselves the situation is much worse. Whereas the real world presumably exists, even though we are not in direct contact with it, selves do not exist. The self-model is not a model of anything. Though the model exists, that what it purports to model does not exist.

And in this sense we truly are no one. We now arrive at a maximally simple metaphysical position with regard to selves: No such things as selves exist in the world … Metaphysically speaking, what we called “the self” in the past is neither an individual nor a substance, but the content of a transparent PSM [Phenomenal Self Model]… For ontological purposes, “self” can therefore be substituted by “PSM” (Metzinger 2003, 626).

But the very transparency of the self-model prevents us from ever believing this. We keep on thinking that we are in direct contact with ourselves. We cannot possibly realise that it is only the self-model that we are in contact with.

My second conclusion in this final section therefore is that the Self Model Theory is a theory of which you cannot be convinced, in principle. (Metzinger 2003, 627).​[3]​


2. Our selves and ourselves.

I have always had difficulties with the notion of a self. It seems quite trivial to say that I am myself - who else could I be? Of course I know what it means in everyday life to say that I was (on a certain occasion) not myself: it means that I acted out of character, or felt strange. And there are interesting questions concerning what actually belongs to myself: is my pen, in writing, part of myself? I certainly feel the texture of the paper at the tip of my pen. A plaster cast I had around my arm once certainly had become in some sense part of myself. But I still do not understand what a self as an entity could be. There is myself as an entity, there is my awareness of myself, there is my concept of myself, my image of myself, my project of what I would like to be. These are all different “things”, but none of them is the self. Indeed I suspect when people talk of the self they conflate different meanings and connotations into one hybrid concept. My suggestion is to stop talking about selves. There are no such things. We are not selves, if selves are a kind of mind-pearl, lodged within the depths of the oyster. Or a pilot, lodged within his ship. If we think of ourselves in that way, we think we are somehow identical with our brains, which we consider as governing the body. And when that view is somehow not satisfactory - much of what the brain does seems quite irrelevant of what we feel ourselves to be - we think we are some secret ingredient or entity within the brain. If we think of ourselves in that way, we make ourselves much too small. I suggest that we see ourselves as much larger: the whole of the oyster, the whole ship. 

3. The kind of being that we are.

So what kind of being or entity are we, if we are not selves? If we take evolution at all seriously, we have to say that we are human organisms. We are also beings with a first person perspective, but that comes to the same thing. Elsewhere I have explicitly argued against Baker’s position that a person is constituted by, but not identical to, a human organism.​[4]​ Human organisms are precisely beings with a first person perspective. Let me amplify a little.
	The notion of a first-person perspective originated with Thomas Nagel’s ‘What is it like to be a bat?’ (1974). For Nagel the first-person perspective is the essence of consciousness: every conscious being has a unique, individual point of view.​[5]​ The first-person perspective is the perspective of the one whose consciousness is concerned. It has strongly perceptual connotations. It is the perspective of a being that has its sensory organs and its locus of action concentrated within a certain region of physical space. It is this simple matter of fact that gives our consciousness its centeredness.​[6]​ Moreover, such a being has a point of view on the world that “determine[s] a distinction between the subjective route of  [its] experiences and the objective world through which it is a route” (Strawson 1966, 104).​[7]​
How does this first-person perspective arise? Living organisms are characterised by autopoiesis, to use a term of Maturana and Varela’s (1980). Autopoiesis is Greek for self-making or self-construction. An autopoietic system is a homeostatic system that maintains its own organisation. In doing so the system specifies its own boundaries and thus preserves its own identity. 

In defining what [an autopoietic system] is as s unity, in the very same movement it defines what remains exterior to it, that is to say, its surrounding environment. A closer examination also makes it evident that this exterior organisation can only be understood from the “inside”: the autopoietic unity creates a perspective (Varela 1991, 85).

An autopoietic system defines itself in contrast with its environment. This guarantees, for instance, that a hungry organism normally does not eat itself, for that would destroy its homeostatic, autopoietic organisation.
	Life, and therefore autopoiesis, is the very first step in creating a full-blown first-person perspective. At this stage there is not yet a perspective on the environment. There is no perceptual perspective. But there is centeredness and in that sense the basis for a perspective: the perspective of the organism in the centre of its environment. It is simply a matter of the autopoietic creation of a distinction between self and environment. 
Proprioception is the next step. In order to move purposefully and coherently, some kind of feedback is needed. Proprioception, though functioning for the greater part automatically, gives an awareness of one’s own body, and in a very important sense, of oneself as spatially extended and bounded. Proprioception is the basis of the mineness of the body.​[8]​ 
This basis of mineness has to do with what is called “immunity to error through misidentification rela​tive to the first person pronoun”.​[9]​ Wittgenstein thought that ascriptions of mental states are immune to such error. He believed that it doesn’t make sense to ask, when I say, “I have a toothache”, “Someone is having a toothache, but is it I who is in pain?”​[10]​ The mental state is mine; there is simply no possibility for error as to whose  state it is. Gareth Evans gives a compelling argument that there are lots of bodily states that are attributed with the same immunity, namely all those bodily states directly known through proprioception.​[11]​ There is no need for explicit self-attribution of these bodily states for them to be felt as mine. Proprioception builds up and maintains a body scheme in egocentric space. At the same time it gives an awareness of oneself as responsive to the will, as an agent. There is simply no possibility for error as to who is at the centre of egocentric space.​[12]​ The awareness of oneself as the bodily, spatially extended occupier of the centre of egocentric space seems to be much older, both fylogenetically and ontogenetically, than the awareness of oneself as the owner of mental properties.​[13]​
	Now we have a being that is aware of its own body and its boundaries, firmly located at the centre of egocentric space. But that egocentric space does not yet extend much beyond the boundaries of the body. There is still no real perspective on the environment. That comes only with locomotion. It is only creatures with locomotion, agents, that are endowed with perceptual systems for perception-at-a-distance: mostly vision, but also echolocation. Moreover, only creature that are able to move fast enough have these perceptual systems. They can be damaged by collisions with obstacles. Very slow-moving creatures can stop at the first impact with an obstacle, without injury to their bodies, so they do not need perception-at-a-distance. Vision is a very efficient way of perception for moving animals, because it makes optimal use of the fact that what is transparent for light is generally move-through-able for the animal - fog and glass walls being the obvious exceptions.​[14]​
	With the emergence of locomoting animals, the notion of a first-person perspective comes into its own. Perception gives information about the world, but from a very specific point of view. It creates an egocentric behavioural space. Furthermore, perception of the environment always goes together with self-perception. An observer perceives the position of here relative to the environment and also his body as being here.​[15]​ A perceiving animal is aware of itself in the sense that it knows where it is and how and where it is going.
This kind of primitive, non-conceptual self-consciousness is firmly in place long before there is any question of the mastery of the concept ‘I’, and the capacity to think I-thoughts in a linguistic sense. The animal that navigates its environment by deploying dead reckoning, the mouse that doesn’t get stuck in its mouse hole, the zebra that uses its own shadow to protect its young from the sun, they all have a first-person perspective and they all use a form of self-reference.
With the development of a “theory of mind”, and certainly with the development of language, this first person perspective gets much more sophisticated. Psychological properties are ascribed to oneself and others. The capacity to think of oneself as oneself (Baker’s term) is grafted on to the more primitive first person perspective.​[16]​


4. An evolutionary argument against indirect perception.

Again, if we take evolution at all seriously, we have to say that perception has evolved through natural selection. Other processes like genetic drift seem quite unlikely. The coincidence of the transparency for light of certain wavelengths and the penetrability for moving organisms is too good a trick. Visual perception has evolved independently several times. 
	This means that perception must give an organism in its environment some kind of edge, an advantage; and moreover, that perception must have been shaped by the interaction of the organism and its environment. After all, it has allowed the organism to survive better in its ecological niche, and it has allowed this better survival precisely because it has given the organism a better perspective on the environment. Perception has got to be in a sense direct: in order to survive in the environment it had better be the very environment itself that you perceive. Mother Nature can only provide a perceptual system that fits the environment.
	Of course Mother Nature is by no means an optimiser; she is at most a satisficer. So she wouldn’t trouble to give her organisms good or complete perception; good enough is all she cares about. So we cannot expect that any organism, not even we “superior” human beings, sees the world, the whole world and nothing but the world. But we can expect that organisms are reliably able to track real features of the world.
	This process of tracking is subserved by all kinds of subpersonal processes: there is a lot of information processing going on in the brain. When I say that perception is in a sense direct I do not mean to deny the existence of these brain processes. Moreover, these brain processes take time: they do not work instantaneously, and they do not work simultaneously. Yet phenomenologically we experience the perceived world as being there now. This is not to say that the object of our perceptual experience is something different from the real world; it is not to say, for instance, that we perceive a representation of the world at an earlier time than now. “Now” for us, evolved organisms, is not the vanishing point of physical time; it is a coarser, more smeared out present. We, as organisms, live on another time scale. We do not notice these infinitesimal differences in time, this tiny time lag. Real time for us is time enough to interact with real properties of the environment. It is these real properties we interact with, and they are the object of our perception, however many processes in physical time subserve this perceptual process.​[17]​ 
	Saying that perception is part and parcel an organism’s interaction with real properties on the environment, and that perception and action are inextricably interwoven, is not yet a knockdown argument against indirect perception. It is also possible to reliably track features of the world if perception itself is indirect. It is, though, a persuasive argument. Perception and action are integrated, and together they form the way an organism interacts with the environment.​[18]​ Abandoning the picture of the Cartesian Theatre, the executive self or subject, sandwiched between an input system of perception and an output system of action, makes the idea of indirect perception less plausible. I will give more, and stronger arguments against indirect perception in the next two sections.
	What do organisms perceive? As a satisficer, Mother Nature works on a need-to-know basis. Organisms perceive what they need to know; they always see the world in relation with their behavioural repertoire. They see what Gibson (1979) has termed affordances.​[19]​ Affordances are objective features of the real world, but at the same time they are relational. Some feature of the world is only an affordance in relation with the behavioural repertoire of some kind of organism. What is graspable by a monkey is generally not graspable by an ant and what is a stable surface to land on for a fly is often not a stable surface for an eagle. Yet their perception does track, not infallibly but reliably, real features of the world.
	Now the question of what organisms perceive is very different from the question how it is possible that organisms perceive. The fact that it is real features of the environment that organisms track, is not to say that there is no internal processing involved. Gibson’s aversion to the information processing approach went so far that he sometimes seems to claim that perception was solely the direct pick up of information and that there were no internal processes at all. But it is not necessary to deny the existence of internal processes in order to maintain that perception is in a sense direct: that what we perceive is (features of) the real world. To conclude: from an evolutionary point of view a theory of indirect perception is not plausible.


5. A mistaken conception of mental representations.

Gibson, and, in his wake, authors like O’Regan and Noë, deny the existence of representations. According to Gibson there is never a literal re-presentation of an optic array, not even in pictures or photographs. And though there are certainly internal brain processes, there are no internal representations of the original stimulation. The information to be picked up in perception is outside, in the optic array itself.​[20]​ In a similar vein, O’Regan and Noë claim that the world is its own representation. There are no internal representations that are consulted in perception.​[21]​ 
These are very strong claims, and indeed quite untenable. Of course there are representations. There are images and texts that represent people and states of affairs in the world (though never completely). And there is the homunculus of Penfield, and many other brain maps as well, that represent the body in the brain.​[22]​ And most people can form mental images that represent something, and we can all think of states of affairs, thereby representing them. Representations exist everywhere.
However, the theory of indirect perception seems to be based upon a mistaken conception of mental representations, where mental representations are conceived on a par with external representations on the one hand, and internal, neural representations on the other. It is my claim that they are entirely different.
Let’s have a look at what representations are. If we keep ourselves to Metzinger’s schema, a representation is a three-place relation: Rep (S, X, Y); that is to say: S is an individual information-processing system, Y is an aspect of the current state of the world and X represents Y for S. So far so good. Now for X to represent anything for S, S has to have some kind of access to X; X must be available for S, it must be truly there for S. 
They say in Moby Dick that the wild man Queegqueg “had written out on his body a complete theory of the heavens and the earth, and a mystical treatise on the art of attaining truth; so that Queegqueg in his own proper person was a riddle to unfold; a wondrous work in one volume; but whose mysteries not even himself could read”. I should have said that Queegqueg was the very last person who could read those mysteries. A mystical treatise tattooed on his back is no more a representation of the world for Queegqueg as a chip implanted under his skin is a representation of the number of his bank account for Jason Bourne in the film The Bourne Identity. The tattoo is an external representation and the chip is an internal representation, but they are of no use where they are. They are not representations for their bearers.
	External representations are only representations for a system S if S has access to that representation, if it is available to S. And the same goes for internal representations. The Penfield homunculus represents my body, but it does not represent my body for me. I have no access to that map; it is not available to me. The same goes for the innumerable other neural maps or patterns or representations. The retinal image may be there for further information processing, it is certainly not available to me. If the retinal image is a representation of an aspect of the world, it must be a representation for some information processing system S; but I, the human organism as a whole, am not that S. To be able to process the information in the retinal image, S has to be a subsystem - ganglion cell, optical nerve, optical chiasm or what have you. Those are the systems that process that information.​[23]​ I, the human organism as a whole, have no access to the retinal image, though I may have access to what that representation represents. If I, the human organism as a whole, am an information processing system, the information I process is, to use a Gibsonian manner of speech, the information in the world.
	To be sure, I have no access to the world at all if there is no retinal image. Indeed, I have no access to the world if the retinal image is the only internal representation there is. For me to have access to the world, the whole series of internal representations has to be complete, from retinal image and optical nerve to area V1 and so on in the brain. But it is a mistake to think that the very last representation in that series suddenly becomes a representation for me. I have no more access to the last representation in the series than I have to the first. Moreover, there is as yet no neurological evidence that there even is a “last representation”. There are several representations at several locations, and the binding problem is precisely the problem of how the scattered information gets unified into a coherent unity. But there simply doesn’t seem to be a nicely unified representation as an end product. And why should it? For whose benefit should there be a unified end product? The human organism is not provided with an autocerebroscope; no more than Queegqueg was provided with eyes that could read his own back, or Jason Bourne was equipped with a transponder. 
	To conclude: it is true that the whole process of internal, neural information processing makes perception possible. It is even true that it somehow yields a percept, if by percept is meant a perceptual experience. But it is a mistake to think that the process yields a percept if by percept is meant a final, internal representation, the last in the whole series of internal representations from retinal image and optical nerve to area V1 and so on in the brain. There is no such final internal representation that combines all the previous ones, and it would be of no use to the system as a whole if there were.
	So far we have considered external and internal representations: external representations can be available for the system as a whole, for the (human) organism. Internal representations can be available for subsystems, for internal systems, but not for the system as a whole. Now what about mental representations? In most interpretations mental representations are not external - most interpretations except projection theories that is.​[24]​ Yet they are available for the system as a whole, they are representations for the system. So the standard interpretation is that they must be internal, and somehow located in the brain. But, as I have shown above, internal representations in the brain are not available for the system as a whole. The standard interpretation is incoherent. And so is any theory of indirect perception that is based upon it. The theory of indirect perception is untenable.

6. An adverbial analysis of mental representations.

External representations have to be accessed to be available as representations. Internal representations have at least to be processed by internal representation readers to be available as representations. But mental representations are quite different. They do not have to be accessed or perceived anymore. If that were the case, we would have an infinite regress: in order to perceive the mental representation we would have to have a mental representation of the mental representation and that would have to be perceived in its turn etc. 
	If you say that in perceiving you have a representation of the world, you are not allowed to say that there is something, a representation, that you have access to. Worse, a representation that you confuse with reality, because all you see is the representation. There are no such things as mental representations as entities, and certainly not as entities in the brain. Conscious mental representations are not on a par with internal representations in the brain or external representations on paper or electronic material. Conscious mental representations have no content, they are content. You have got to analyse this kind of representation adverbially: the representation is how you see reality, the way it appears to you. They are the adverbial content of experience, they are how we experience.
The notion of an adverbial analysis refers back to the adverbial theory of perception that was originally proposed as an alternative to the sense data view.​[25]​ According to the sense data view, perception is a relation to an object. Every perceptual experience has certain phenomenal properties: properties which determine the phenomenal character of the experience, how we experience. These properties must be instantiated in the immediate object of perception. For instance, if we experience something red there must be some object that is indeed red. In a veridical perception the physical object may have these phenomenal properties​[26]​, but in cases of illusion it obviously has quite different properties, whereas in cases of hallucination it simply doesn’t exist at all. Yet these cases are subjectively indistinguishable. The sense data view concludes that the immediate object of experience is never a physical object, but always some other, non-physical object, the sense datum.
	The adverbial theory was proposed to counter what were considered to be the metaphysical excesses of the sense data theory, while doing justice to the phenomenology of the perceptual experience. The proponents of this theory stated that perception is not a relation to an object at all, much less a relation to a non-physical object. The phenomenal properties of an experience are just that: properties of the experience. That is not to say, in the example of the red experience, that the experience itself is red - it is not an object, and therefore cannot be coloured at all. Rather, the experience is a certain way. The canonical descriptions of perceptual experiences, therefore, employ adverbial modifications of the perceptual verbs: we are experiencing, or visually sensing, redly. This is why this theory is called the adverbial theory of perception.​[27]​
	Now the only entities that the adverbial theorists needed to acknowledge were subjects of experiences, the experiences themselves, and the ways these experiences are modified. They specifically did not acknowledge an object of perception. This is of course quite counterintuitive: perception does seem to relate us to objects, indeed, to objects in the world. The adverbial analysis of mental representations I propose does account for this intuition. Mental representations are the way we experience reality. They form a description of reality the way we see it. They are the content of experience, but not its object.​[28]​  Normally, the object of our perceptual experience is in the world itself. It need not be much like what we experience; in cases if hallucination it may not exist at all. In that case the perceptual experience has no object at all. But whenever there is an experience, it has a certain content. Or, to put it differently, the process of experience is a certain way. To give a specific example: when I perceive a red car the object of my experience is a car and I experience it in a certain way, namely in a red way. It may not even be a car that I perceive; still my experience is in a certain way, in a “red car” way. There may be nothing at all that I perceive, I may hallucinate. But my experience is still a certain way, has still a certain content, though now it has no object at all.
	Mental representations are the way we experience, the content of our experience. You might say: they describe our experience in all its phenomenal properties. As such they are not entities in the brain. No doubt the experiences themselves are linked to brain processes.​[29]​ So whereas experiences are entities in the brain¸ namely brain processes, mental representations are not. Of course the way these brain processes are determine the way the experience is, and thus determine the mental representation. Evolution has shaped our brain processes so we experience our surroundings in a certain, species-specific, way. Yet the brain process is the process of experiencing, and not somehow the object of the experience, that still has to be experienced.
	In this adverbial analysis, mental representations are never the object of perception. Conversely, the objects of perception are not internal, mental representations. Normally, the object of perception is an ordinary object in the world. It may be wildly different from the way we experience it, as in the case of illusions. And sometimes it may not exist at all, as in the case of hallucinations. Yet for all these kinds of mishap, perception gives us contact with the environment. Its objects are, normally, out there. So the adverbial analysis forms an argument that perception is, in that sense, direct.

7. Illusions: the importance of being earnest about experience.

Even if perception is direct in the sense that what we perceive are real features of the environment, our perception is very fallible. From an evolutionary point of view, it is to be expected that most features of the environment are not perceived by us. Evolution has not only decided for us what features of the world we perceive, it also has decided how we experience them. Phenomenal experiences are presentational: they have simple, nonconceptual, here-and-now, qualitative content.​[30]​ They do not represent anything, as I have shown in the previous sections Evolution has fashioned a complex system, the brain, whose processes yield this presentational content. Normally they yield this experiential content online, in response to stimuli. But all kinds of things can go wrong in these processes, yielding all kinds of deviant experiential content: the whole spectrum of illusions, hallucinations and delusions. Evolution has shaped these brain processes so as to yield a maximally coherent experience. That is to say, the brain tries to combine all the available information, leaving no loose ends. Inconsistencies or dissonances are incorporated by making adjustments elsewhere, or by even ignoring and denying the obvious and confabulating the missing links. It sometimes seems as if the brain would go to any length just to preserve this principle of maximal coherence. You can call this coherent experiential content a representation, or a draft.​[31]​ But then you must be very careful not to reify this representation. 
Reification is a mistake that is often made with respect to mental representations. It is natural to say that, if we experience something, especially if we experience something offline, so to speak, in the absence of obvious stimuli triggering the experience, we must have a mental representation - so the standard account begins. This tendency is particularly pressing in the case of illusions or of mental imagery (and the argument from illusion is based on it).​[32]​ We conjure up something in the mind; indeed it is clearly before our mind. In other words, it is conscious. We can attend to this mental representation; we can sometimes even manipulate it. What is more natural than to say that there is something, indeed some thing, that we attend to? And being staunch physicalists, we must conclude that the something is a neural representation. And then the pressing and puzzling question arises: what could possibly make that neural representation conscious, while most neural representations are not conscious at all? I think the question, and indeed the whole account of illusions giving rise to it, are  misguided.
	It was Dennett who attacked this position forcibly, and with whom I, to a certain extent, agree. Take his treatment of the neon colour spreading illusion in his Consciousness Explained (1992). In a pattern of black and red lines you clearly see a pink ring. 

“The pink you see filling in the ring defined by the red lines is not a result of pink smudging on the page, or light scattering. There is no pink on your retinal image, in other words, in addition to the red lines. Now how might this illusion be explained?” (Dennett 1991, 351). 

Dennett then engages in a dialogue with his fictitious opponent Otto, who insists that there is something, indeed some thing, he sees.

D: There is no such thing as a pink ring that merely seems to be.
O: Look, I don’t just say that there seems to be a pinkish glowing ring, there really does seem to be a pinkish glowing ring! 
(…)
D: Now you’ve done it. You’ve fallen in a trap, along with a lot of others. You seem to think there’s a difference between thinking (judging, deciding, being of the heartfelt opinion that) something seems pink to you and something really seeming pink to you. But there is no difference. There is no such phenomenon as really seeming - over and above the phenomenon of judging in one way or another that something is the case.
(Dennett 1991, 363-364).

I said I agreed with Dennett, but in fact I say: a plague on both your houses! Dennett is right in his criticism of Otto: there is nothing existing that you see when there seems to be a pink glowing ring. But he is dead wrong in subsequently denying the existence of the process of experiencing: surely Otto is right when he says that there is an event or episode of experiencing, of seeming. That event is real enough and not to be equated with the informational state of thinking or being of the opinion that something is the case.
	If a representation is always a representation for a system, experience cannot be a representation. A representation is something that still has to be experienced. Experience is the not a thing but a process: the process of experiencing.​[33]​ If you talk in terms of stimuli and responses for a moment, representations are on the stimuli side, while experience is on the response side - though of course not (yet) an overt behavioural response. The machinery of our brain is responsible for this process of experiencing, for this response side. 
Normally the brain processes yield this experiential content online, in response to external stimuli. What happens when we have experiences offline, is not that the brain somehow creates an internal stimulus to be experienced. The mental representation we talk of in such circumstances, the mental image, is only a representation or image in a metaphorical sense. We shouldn’t take it too seriously, as if there were some kind of concrete entity, some picture somewhere. The brain responds as if there were such an image. It is responding in the same way it would if there were such an image. The mental representation is this “way of experiencing”, in the sense that it is a kind of description of the process of experiencing. It is the content of the experience, but it is in no sense the object of the experience. 
	What happens when the brain is active in the absence of external stimulation is what Metzinger calls simulation. But what is simulated is the response side of the process, not the stimulus side. There is no stimulus simulated; all that is simulated is a process of experiencing. Indeed, the process is largely the very same process that would be active in an online experience - and indeed it involves the same neural structures.​[34]​ This happens in the most straightforward way in the syndrome of Bonnet.​[35]​ In the absence of visual input, caused by bad eyesight, in combination with loneliness and therefore general poverty of stimulation, the brain creates its own experiences. It simply goes on doing its usual business, creating experiences as of chimney sweeps, to name a famous example. It seems natural to say that the brain creates an image of chimney sweeps, but one has to take this manner of speech metaphorically. For whose benefit is this image created? It is the whole human organism that experiences it. And for the whole organism to experience an image the image has to be external - again, human organisms do not come provided with an autocerebroscope. So the only way to make sense of this creation of an image is to take projection very seriously. But projection theory is metaphysically quite extravagant. Does our brain really, in seeing a cat for instance, project a phenomenal cat outwards into physical space, at approximately the location of the real cat? And is this for each of us a slightly different phenomenal cat, at a slightly different location? Must these phenomenal cats, out there, be perceived in their turn? The world would be brimful with phenomenal entities, all smeared out over the “real” entities.​[36]​ It seems a lot more parsimonious to say that what the brain does is simulate, or create, an experience, and not an image yet to be experienced.
	In the syndrome of Bonnet the brain does this simulating automatically, “on its own”, but the person suffering from it is well aware that the experience is not veridical. In the case of full-blown hallucinations the organism isn’t even aware of the fact that what it experiences is not correlated with any external input. But it also seems that we are able to manipulate this simulating. We can intentionally conjure up images, or think of situations and states of affairs in the absence of corresponding external input. Again it seems natural to say that we create the image or the representation. But what we do is create an experience - in more or less Technicolor detail.


8. What we experience and how we experience it.

As I said, Mother Nature works on a strictly need-to-know basis. We do need to keep track of certain features of our environment, but we do not need to know everything of course. Nature has also given us a system that presents these features of the environment to us in a certain way. It is important that we do track these features, so if our experience of them has a certain salience, this would give us an advantage. And advantage is precisely the game Mother Nature is playing. If trichromacity gives us primates an advantage is spotting young, high protein leaves, Mother Nature latches on to that. So we see the world in all the colours we see - but not, presumably, in all the colours tetrachromats see. Phenomenal consciousness gives us the possibility to track, fallibly but reliably, the features that are important to us. It is, in the lovely words of Hans Dooremalen, “evolution’s shorthand” for very complex properties of the environment.​[37]​ 





It is not just properties of the environment we must track. Our internal milieu, the location and posture and movement of our own bodies must be tracked as well. Phenomenologically, this tracking of the properties of our own bodies is of a quite different order. We do not have to identify and re-identify our own bodies and body parts. In proprioception we are immune to error in this respect: it simply makes no sense to wonder, in feeling a mosquito sting on my arm, whose arm it is that is stung. And normally we don’t feel we have to keep track of the arm: it is not just an object among others in the environment, it is ours and we know where it is. Yet in spite of this phenomenological difference with the tracking of properties of the environment, and in spite of the mineness of the body, there is a process of tracking going on.​[40]​ The evolutionary reasons for saying that it is real features of the environment we track are just as tenable in this case. Here too it gives an advantage to be able to track certain features of our own bodies. Here too this tracking is on a need-to-know basis. Here too the phenomenal experience is most salient for the most important features. Pain is a phenomenal experience with particular salience, because it tracks what is of literally overwhelming importance to us: it tracks damage to our own system.
	Most of the processes and states of our bodies are not experienced by us. We have no access to them. And our perception of the processes and states that we do have access to is fallible, and indeed sometimes just wrong. But again that is not to say that we are not in contact with our own bodies at all. If it is difficult to have access to our own internal states, it is no help to claim that we have access to an internal representation of our own states. And though it is true that certain neural representations of our bodily states are necessary for us to have any kind of self-consciousness, it does not follow that it is those representations that we are conscious of.​[41]​
	If self-consciousness exists at all, there are some aspects or processes or states of ourselves we must have access to. If we are conscious of our own bodily states, we might as well be conscious of those states as of the representations of those states. If we are conscious of our own thoughts, we might as well be conscious of those as of the re-representations of our own thoughts. Positing an internal self-model, like Metzinger’s Phenomenal Self Model, does not seem to solve the problem, because we have to have access to that. We have to have access sometimes. Positing that access one level more remote does not seem to be the answer.
	Again, the way we experience our own states, the content of our self-consciousness, might be termed a mental representation, or even a self-model. But it is not a representation, or a self-model that we experience, that we have access to. It is not an entity at all, an internal representation on a par with internal representations and maps in the brain. And it certainly is not an entity that we ever confuse with ourselves, a “concrete internal state … which functions as the carrier of  [the] content” of our mental self-representations. (Metzinger 2003, 332).
	Let me, to conclude, discuss an example of Metzinger’s that has puzzled me quite a lot, the example of jealousy, which Metzinger uses in several places. Phenomenal self-consciousness is self-representation, according to Metzinger. We are never in direct contact with ourselves, only with our self-model. This self-model is, as I said before, usually fully transparent: we do not realise it is a mere representation. But at times it can become opaque, when we do realise its representational character. And then he says:

Take jealousy as an example. We may suddenly realize the representational character of our own jealousy if we become aware of the fact that all this actually might be a misrepresentation - for instance, of those persons in our social environment of whom we are jealous. … At the beginning of jealousy it may well be experienced as something indubitable, concrete, and directly given, as a direct perception of how your husband or wife currently behaves. As time progresses, you may well find yourself experiencing your own emotional state, a certain partition of your PSM, as a mere representation, which might, as a matter of fact, be false (332).






According to Metzinger we are no one. And when we seem to be in touch with ourselves, we are only in touch with a model of ourselves. Indeed, the self is nothing but a model of itself, a representation of itself. Or, to be more precise, it is a model of nothing. The self is a missing representandum, it simply doesn’t exist.
	According to myself, we are human organisms. We are living organisms, so there is already an all-important self-world border. This border is a defining characteristic of all living organisms, and the very basis of every kind of self-awareness. This in contrast with Metzinger who claims that “The introduction of a coherent self-representatum for the first time introduces a self-world border … For the first time … environment-related information can now be referred to as non-self” (Metzinger 2003, 307-308). In my view there never is a time when environment-related information is not referred to as non-self. 
We are moving and locomoting organisms with senses for perception at a distance, so we have a certain egocentric perspective on the surrounding world. We perceive the world in a certain way. The way we perceive the environment is egocentric and species-related. What we perceive is in the first instance related to our behavioural repertoire. The way we perceive the environment is species-related as well: what is important for our survival is phenomenally enhanced so as to be salient. We are in contact with real aspects of the environment, as it is in the interaction with the environment that our perceptual apparatus has evolved and is functioning.
	Perception is in a sense direct: it puts us in contact with the environment. It is not direct, however, in the sense that there is no internal processing involved. And it is also not direct in the sense that the world is how we see it. We see the world only partly, coloured, biased. But it is direct in the sense that it is the world we see, and not something else. Especially, we do not see the end product of the internal processing.
	What goes for our contact with the world goes for our contact with ourselves. We perceive ourselves only partly, and fallibly. But we do not perceive a model of ourselves.
	Experiencing is a process, it is something that we do, or perhaps rather, that is happening to us. It is the way we perceive. We cannot perceive our experiences, though we can think about them and try to analyse them at times. We are not in contact with our experiences, we simply have them. Mental representations are not entities to be perceived or experienced. They are the way we perceive. If they are anything, they are the content of the process of experiencing. They are never its object. They are never entities on the stimulus-side, but aspects of processes on the response side.
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^1	  Phenomenologically, we look right through our representations at reality. In actual fact, however, we do not look through them at all: we see them instead of the actual world. They occlude as it were the real world, and in this epistemic sense they are utterly opaque.
^2	  It is somewhat odd that Metzinger tries to explain the transparency of representations with the fact that we do not have access to prior processing. In opaque representations we have no access to prior processes either.
^3	  Or so Metzinger claims. Clearly he himself does believe in it; he also spends nearly 700 pages in trying to convince others!
^4	  Baker (2000); see Meijsing 1997, 1998, forthcoming.
^5	  “[the} … ascription of experience is possible only for someone sufficiently similar to the object of ascription to be able to adopt his point of view - to understand the ascription in the first person as well as in the third, so to speak … In our own case we occupy the relevant point of view …” (Nagel 1974, ). See also Nagel 1986.
^6	  Metzinger 2003, 160 “Trivially, the causal interaction domain of physical beings is usually centered as well. Because the sensors and effectors of such beings are usually concentrated within a certain region of physical space..” See also Dennett 1978, who toys with the possibility of separating the sense organs from the locus of action.
^7	  See Bermúdez 1998.
^8	  Cf. Metzinger 2003.
^9	  The term is Shoemaker’s (1968).
^10	  Wittgenstein 1958.
^11	  See Evans, 1982; Brewer, 1995; Meijsing, 1997, 1998.
^12	  Metzinger (2003) gives an example where there does seem to be such error: the example of a woman who thought she was her father. However, I don’t think there is error through misidentification relative to the first person pronoun here: there was no doubt for this woman who it was whom she thought was her father: it was she herself. The ascription of being her father was firmly made to herself.
^13	  E.g. Stern 1985; Bermúdez, 1998.
^14	  Cf. Campbell, 1974.
^15	  Cf. Gibson 1979.
^16	  See Meijsing forthcoming.
^17	  See also McDowell 1994. One could of course try and run a Sorites: in watching a movie we do not perceive the actors here and now; in the looking glass we only see an image of ourselves. But in those cases there is no interaction with the object of perception. The pilot in a modern ship does not directly perceive the sea and the dangerous reefs; he only sees an image of them. But it is not he, but the ship itself that interacts with sea and reef. And we ourselves are not lodged in our bodies as a pilot in a ship. We are the organism itself.
^18	  See e.g. Hurley 1998.
^19	  The notion of an affordance seems to be vindicated by the work of Vittorio Gallese; e.g. Gallese 2000.
^20	  Gibson 1979. 
^21	  O’Regan and Noë 2001; Noë 2002.
^22	  See e.g. Ramachandran and Blakeslee 1998; Damasio 1999.
^23	  Cf. McDowell 1994; Putnam 1994.
^24	  Cf. Velmans 2000.
^25	  See e.g. Moore 1910, Price 1932.
^26	  Though already for the most obvious phenomenal property, colour, this is highly problematical. There is much debate going on whether colour ever is the property of a physical object. See e.g. Hardin 1993, Thompson 1995, Byrne & Hilbert 1997.
^27	  See e.g. Ducasse 1942; Chisholm 1957; Austin 1962; Jackson 1977; Tye 1984.
^28	  Cf. Searle: “On my account it is crucial to distinguish between the content of a belief (i.e.. a proposition) and the objects of a belief (i.e. ordinary objects)” (1983, 17). Whereas for Fodor (e.g. 1981) propositional attitudes are relations to propositions - the propositions are the objects of the attitudes - for Searle propositional attitudes are relations to ordinary objects - the propositions are the content of the attitudes.
^29	  Identical with; caused by, supervenient on or what have you; I am not going into the metaphysical mind-body problem here.
^30	  See Metzinger 2003, 86ff, for a very detailed definition of presentational content.
^31	  Cf. Dennett 1991.
^32	  See e.g. Price 1932.
^33	  Or a Davidsonian event, if you like. There are, however, difficulties with the individuation of experiential events; see Tye 1984.
^34	  See e.g. Lotze e.a. 1999.
^35	  See Teunisse e.a. 1996.
^36	  See for a classical refutation of projection theory Russel 1927; Smythies 1954; also Dennett 1991. But see also Velmans 2000 for a modern version of projection theory.
^37	  Dooremalen 2003.
^38	  McIntyre 2002.
^39	  By the way, I am not a physicalist but a dual aspect theorist; but I won’t go into that here. See Meijsing 1990.
^40	  And this process can go wrong in various ways. See e.g. Cole 1995; Meijsing 2000.
^41	  Cf. Damasio 1999.
